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Today’s Weather
Santa Clara Valles: Fair today and tomorrow. Predicted
high temperature toda), 66-16.
Predieted !OW temperature tonight, 45-50. Gentle nimbi 5-10
miles per hour.
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SJS Visiting Scholar

ASB Council
To Discuss
Budget Items

Douglas Tells Views
On Rights, Students

The 1965-66 Student Council will
hold its last meeting today, to
deliberate on a number of budgets
for next year, including men’s
athletics and Spartan Daily.
A budget of $123,000 has been
requested for men’s athletics. Alternate budget requests of $30,265
and $39,343 were submitted for
Spartan Daily.
In addition, budgets for intramurals, rally committee, homecoming, and the college union will
be discussed.

CLASS STANDING
Whitten’s resolution fur ther
calls for the college registrar no:
to compute or record class standing, thus denying the information
to draft boards.
Class standing and the draft
tests are not "valid determinants
of the degree to which a student
may derive lifetime benefits from
his educational experience," Whitten’s proposal further states.
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DRAFT TESTS
Phil Whitten, graduate representative-elect, plans to ask for a
resolution denouncing the draft
tests currently being administered
to college students.
Whitten says he will ask council
to reconunend stopping the tests
on the SJS campus. His proposed
resolution reads, "Student Council
of SJS deplores the utilization of
class standing or examining scores
as criteria for determining student
draft status ..."

Co-Rec Tonight

Photo by Paul Sequeira
VISITING SCHOLAR HEREA.ssociate Justice
of the U.S. Supreme Court William O. Douglas
conducted a prcss conference w;th local and
Bay Area news media reporters yesterday morning as he began his two-day stay here as this

year’s SJS Visiting Scholar. Justice Douglas
will lecture on "Supreme Court History in American History" tonight at 8:15 in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.

Campus Comments

Burns Report Opinions

’their own opinions," Anil’ Alston,
By FRANK SWEENEY
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
junior science major, said.
"Trash!" "Red Tane!" "Suppres’MORE PUBLICITY’
sion!** "Witch Hunt!"
"The reason the report centers
These are some of the opinions on Cal Berkeley is because more
voiced by SJS students about the publicity has been given to that
recent controversial Senate sub- institution," Phil Whitten, graducoinmittee report the Burns re- ate sociology major, stated.
on the University of Caliport
"The kind of things Burns obfornia at Berkeley.
jects to at Cal Berkeley are the
The American Association of
The report, released May 6 by same freedoms we already have
University Professors (AAUP), the State Senate Fact-Finding
at SJS. I would agree with Dr.
SJS chapter, has approved a reso- Sub-committee on Un-Amerwan
Kerr and Cal Student President
lution "endorsing the studies of Activities, charged that UC Ber- Jerry Goldstein that the Burn.s
faculty opinions on collective bar- keley under President Clark Kerr report is an insult to the Unihas turned into a "Communist versity and a distortion of facts,"
gaining naw being carried out by
haven" and a "sexual deviation Whitten said.
the Association of California State center."
"They could investigate all they
College Professors (ACSCP), anThe 153-page report called the want and it would just be a waste
nounced Dr. C. M. Larsen, chapter Berkeley campus the "pivotal
of money," Ron Mermel, gradupresident.
base" for the anti-Vietnam War ate psychology major, commented.
States.
The resolution also stated "no movement in the United
’DYING HORSE’
"I think it’s a witch hunt. They
election to determine . . . an ex"The original investigation last
clusive bargaining agent should (the committee) forget they are
be held until the ACSCP has com- not dealing with kindergarten year didn’t accomplish anything
pleted its studies, and in no event children but young adults who and they’re just beating a ’dying
prior to November or December should be allowed to use their horse.’ Maybe they (the corrunitintellectual capacities to form tee have political motives and
of 1966."
think they are going to catch some
1.0.conservative votes. One thing the
report did do was unite the students at Berkeley behind Kerr,"
alermel said.
Alan Yamada, junior accounting
major, said the "report should
have stated a lot more facts than
it did. An open censure like that
without stating more proof leaves
Five democratic candidates’ vying for three nominations in the too much doubt in people’s minds
about the validity of the report."
June 7 state primary election, will deliver campaign addresses in
Jim Young, senior sociology maMorris Dailey Auditorium Friday.
jor, called the Burns report a
The speeches, sponsored by the SJS Democratic Club, will run "manifestation of the international Communist - homosexual - Wall
from 12:30 to 3:30 p.m.
Street conspiracy to take over the
world, designed to distract the
attention of the American public
from the 50,000-man Red Chinese
Interviews for Spartacamp 1967 a ill be held tomorrow and Friarmy presently preparing to attack
day at 7:30 p.m. in the College Union, Kathy Moffett, Spartacamp Disneyland from its base in the
director reports. Applications are avaliable now in the College Union. Mojave Desert."

t.AUP Frdorses
Bargaining Studies

nek4 griep
Campaign Addresses

Spartacamp Interviews

Ascension Masses
Ascension Masses will be held tomorrow at Newman Center, 79
S. Fifth St., at 11:40 a.m. and 2, 4, and 6 p.m., according to Father
Laurent Largente, SJS chaplain. Ascension Thursday is a Holy Day
of Obligation for Catholics.

UFO Documentary
"Phenomena 7.7," a color documentary about unidentified flying
objects, will be presented Tuesday, in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The Parapsychology Club is sponsoring the movie. It will be shown
at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Admission is a $1 donation from faculty and students and $2 from
the general public. The 2:30 p.m. showing is for faculty and students
ordy.

HEADLINE SEEKERS
"I really don’t think there’s an
organized Communist cell at Berkeley. Protest aromas are composed mostly of disenchanted
young people who simply want to
be where the social protest action
is, They are headline seekers,"
Tom Taggart, sophomore public
relations major. stated.
"Humbug." Alejandro M. Alvarez, senior Spanish major, commented.
"I think Burns is just putting
the report out to get attention
during an election year," Mike
Stanbrough, senior environmental
health major, Raid.
"It’s another attempt by the

Senate Un-American Activities
Committee to suppress any dissent
on American foreign policy, It’s
aimed not only at Berkeley but
at all campuses with activities of
this nature," Peer Vinther, president of the Young Socialists,
stated.
"The part concerning homosexuality is just a lot of trash.
The report should be denounced
for what it is, an attempt to make
any dissent synonymous with communism," Vinther said.
Brian Heggen, sophomore political science major said "the Burns
Report was an interesting treatise
when valued on the scale of Alice
in Wonderland."
Doug Chambers, junior advertising major, stated "In my opinion
it was full of bureaucratic red
tape and sophistic half truths."

113 DICK DANIELS
Spartan Daily Staff ’Writer
Describing San Jose as "my
forite stomping grounds," a spirited William O. Douglas, Associate
Justice of the U.S, Supreme Court,
yesterday began the first day of
his two-day campus visit as this
year’s Visiting Scholar.
Far from the public’s stereotyped conception of a court justice,
the 67-year-old Associate Justice
is a brisk and quick-witted personality who speaks %vithout the
"traditional" reserve of a man
who has spent over a quarter of
a century on the highest court in
the land.
DISCUSSES ISSUES
At a late-morning press conference attended by news media representatives from the Bay Area
and Sacramento, Douglas discussed
issues ranging from civil rights
to South Viet Nam.
"In Chief Justice John Marshall’s day, the main issue that
confronted the Judicial branch of
government was commerce and
the rights of people to engage in
commerce," Justice Douglas told
reporters. "Today," he continued,
"The Supreme Court in American History" will be iliseussed by
Visiting Scholar William O.
Douglas, Assiwiate Justice of the
U.S. Supreme Court tonight at
8:15 in Morris Dailey Auditorium. Atinii..lon is free and open
to the public.
"the Supreme Court is deeply involved in civil rights. Not just
racial or religious civil rights, but
also in the area of protection
from police harassment and the
right to practice a profession or
trade. These are of definite deep
concern to the Judicial branch,"
he explained.
NOT EXPERT
Cotrunenting on South Viet
Nam, Justice Douglas qualified

Agena Launch Failure
Canceis Gemini Mission
on America’s most ambitious
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI) An 9
unmanned Agena target rocket sPace spectacular.
Six minutes after liftoff at 11:15
failed to go into orbit and vanished
a.m. EDT the Agena disappeared..
on liftoff yesterday, cancelling the
’LOST THE BIRD’
launch of Gemini 9 astronauts
"We have lost the bird," Gemini
Thomas Stafford and Eugene Cer- control reported.
Stafford and Cernan were waitThe heartbreaking failure of the ing m their capsule for a laturch
99 minutes later to chase the
target vehicle the second time
it has happened in the Gemini Agena and link up with it. A
spacewalk was to have followed.
program meant at least a twoweek delay in the flight of Gemini Now, the two disappointed astronauts would have to wait.
They could not see the Agena
liftoff from their sealed capsule.
The Atlas booster rocket ignited
in a burst of flame and it carried
the 7,000 pound Agena payload
straight into the sky. At the start
it looked flawless.
san Jose merchants nill feaNO INFORNIATION
ture special bargains and sallies
But ground control failed to retomorrow, Friday and Saturday ceive data.
morning during the semi.annual
The Agena mse on a harsh white
Downtown Sale Days.
cloud of smoke, trailing golden
Theme for thin year’s sale is flame.
"Downtown San Jose Has More
"Some data" was last at mission
of Everything."
control when the 7,000-pound
Most stores will be open to- Agena was four minutes into the
morrow and Friday nights. night. This was unexplained.
"We are flying low with Agena,"
Pa rt icipat ing merchants nil! display risl and %Otte banners In an official said. Cernan and Staftheir store nindons, notes Ilrri. foit1 were being filled in.
A solid night’s sleep and a steak
Catherine Young. promotion dimetor for 5letropoillan Asso- breakfast fortified them for the
ciates of San Jose, event co- three-day space spectacular. They
were in superb physical shape, acordinators.
cording to physicians.

Downtown Sales
Begin Tomorrow

himself as not being an c \pert
on the Asian crisis. "Now we’ve
found ourselves deeply committed
there and we need to find a graceful way out of the conflict," the
Visiting Scholar emphasized.
"We need to develLa a greater
understanding of Asian problems
and the people," he said. "They
think quite differently than we
do in the West and we must
realize this."
Justice Douglas described the
student unrest on today’s college
campus as "healthy." "I think
students should be suspicious and
question things they don’t understand or believe in," the justice
said. "If students are not radical
in their thinking as students learning about the vvorld, then I shudder to think what they’ll be like
when they are older," he remarked.
CONSERVATIVE NATION
The Supreme Court justice
warned that America is traditionally conservative and opposed to
change. "If we are to retain our
world leadership position, then I
believe we must learn to adapt
to the changing world. Today’s
college student realizes this and
his opposition to existing affairs
and institutions is indicative of his
feeling of the need for change,"
Douglas said. Today, the college
student recognizes a "deep-seat-

ed" need for cli..ii_. and for greater understanding of the world, he
added.
Justice Douglas lateci attended a
luncheon as guest of the faculty.
Later, at 6 p.m. he was guest at
a reception sponsored by the
Santa Clara County Bar Association. At 8 p.m. he was featured
speaker at the Deadline Dinner
in the Cafeteria sponsored by Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalistic society and Theta Sigma Phi,
women’s journalistic fraternity.

* * *
Visiting Scholar
Activity Schedule
Today’s Visiting Scholar
schedule for Associate Justice
William O. Douglas, of the U.S.
Supreme Court Is as follows:
9:30 a.m. Classroom Visit
(Constitutional Law)
10:30 a.m. Classroom Visit
(American Government)
12:00 noon Student Council
luncheon (HI) (invitation
only)
1:30 p.m. Informal Discussion
(Home F.conomies Quad)
6:00 p.m. Visiting Scholar
Dinner (imitation only)
8:15 p.m. Public Lecture
"Supreme Court in American
HIstory" (Morris Daily Aud.)

Greek Week Barbecue
cheduled for Tonight

S

Panhellenic Association willf events. Relays will include sign
sponsor a barbecue today from’ events, a kissing contest and a
5 p.m. to 6 p.m. in front of the beer spin relay.
The Olympics, who have made
Women’s Gym as part of Greek
Week activities, which began last such records as "The Bounce" and
Saturday with the pushcart races "Good Loving," will sing at the
and will run through Saturday. dance Saturday night in the TerThe event is open to the student race Room of the Hawaiian Gardens from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. The
body for $1 per ticket.
Kappa Sigrna fraternity will Ike and Tina Turner Band will
sponsor a Greek Carnival Friday also provide music.
frim 3 to 11 p.m. at the volleyball
courts between the men and women’s dorms. Tickets, priced at 10
cents each, will be sold at booths
in the vicinity.
Greek Week will conclude Saturday with Derby Day, spon.sored
Four campus magazines, Sparta
by Sigma Chi fraternity, and a
Life, Reed, Tower and Rule condance sponsored by the Intertinue their sales today.
Fraternity Council (IFC). Derby
This is the final day of sales
Day will be an opportunity for
for Sparta Life, the SJS feature
all girls’ living centers to commagazine. and the first day Rule,
pete in relays and other sports
the SJS engineering magazine has
been on sale.
a
Reed, a student -produced literary magazine and Tower. the faculty magazine, are continuing
sales.
Three magazines are being sold
at tables adjacent to Seventh
Dr. Conrad Borovski, assistant Street and in various other areas
professor of foreign languages who of the campus. The Rule is on
VMS recently named professor of sale in the Enqineering Building
the year by Tau Delta Phi, men’s lobby.
honorary scholastic society, will
discuss the play "Andorra" during
today’s Faculty Book Talk at 12:30
p.m. in Cafeteria A and B.
Swiss playwright Max Frisch
authored the 12-scene parabledrama, first performed in 1961,
Students interested in becoming
which has been translated into foreign student orientation leadEngliah by Michael Bullock.
ers must attend the meeting toAccording to Current Piography, night at 7:30 p.m. in faculty cafethe play is set in "the mythical teria.
country of Andorra and underThe orientation program conscores the idea that man, regard- sists of a series of events during
less of his true-identity, becomes orientation week next fall to help
a prisoner of the image the world foreign students breach the gaP
imposes on him."
between their notivo cultures and
Dr. Borovski has been with the student life at SJS.
SJS faculty since 1962. He reApplications for positiiins as
ceived his B.A. and M.A. from the leaders am available in the StuUniversity of California and his dent Affairs Business Office, Builddoctorate from the Universite de ing R, or may be filled out at the
Streabourg.
meeting.

Four Magazines
On Sa!e Today

Professor of Year
T
o Give Book Talk

Orientation Posts
Open for Fall

Rabble Rouser
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’Acid Test Is
A Good Trip’

DAILY
-PARTAN
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
i!=

e."."1

IONI MEAD

kditor

Adsertising Mgr.

By PATRICK HEFFERNAN
Would you believe an acid test at the
Thunderbolt Hotel? If you were among

JERRY FORD

the "heade" that tripped the light hallucinatory at the "Psychedelic Spring" for-

We Believe

last Friday night, you would.
The ASB Social Affairs Committee
threw away the rule book and put on the
grooviest event of the year ... and really
worked hard to see to it that everyone
there had a good trip.
Anne Alston, vice-chairman of the C0111.
mittee and chairman of the dance, with
her group of regular and volunteer workers went through some wild wunasties
to do it.

mal

Scholar Welcomed
"The real enemies of freedom are
not confined to any nation or any
country. They are eerywhere. They
flourish where injustice, discri lll
tion, ignorance. superstition. intolerance, and arbitrary power exist."
Those are the %surds of William O.
Douglas, associate justice of the Supreme Court and SJS. Visiting Scholar
yesterday and today.
Appointed to the Supreme Court in
1939 at the age of 40, Douglas was
the youngest justice in 125 years. Since
that time. Douglas has become noted
for his liberal viewpoints on laws concerning the rights and responsibilities
of business. the powers of goernment,
the rights of individuals. and censorship.
Last night, Sigma Delta Chi. men’s
professional journalistic society. presented Justice Douglas with its Red
Apple Award for his championship of
press freedotn.
Justice Douglas is to be commended
as one of the few men who have made
a life-long struggle to correct what they
consider the discrimination. ignorance,
superstition. intolerance. and arbitrary
power that would threaten a free society.
Often the biggest threat to freedom
comes from those who fear the loss
of freedom so much that they are willing to curtail the rights of dissentor
of what they call "dangerous" ideas
for other people. They are eager to

surpress any thing that goes against the
contemporary or established grain of
society.
But Justice Douglas has said "It is
the right of dissent, not the right or
duty to conform, which gives dignity,
growth and individuality to man."
As college students, we need to strive
toward this growth as an individual
not by rebelling for the sake of rebelling, but by questioning and demanding
for the sake of learning.
It is our pleasure to welcome Justice
Douglas to this campus.

President Elect, Rep. Discuss Recall
Pres.Congratulations
Rather Than Recall’
Editor:
Anyone for recall? There seems to be a few
students around trying intensely to cultivate
this into a local fad. Like syphilis becoming
a status symbol.
I am willing to disregard the fact that the
school newspaper has victimized much of the
student body with front page sensationalism
that belongs on the editorial page;
And I am willing to disregard the fact that
the letter to the student body presidents of
member colleges of CSCSPA, which touched
off this inane pastime of late, was published
with the author out of town and so unable
to reply until an issue completely out of pro-

Answer to Rafferty
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"Some of the younger ones think I’m getting too old
and senile to be party leader . . ."

Thrust and Parry

Guest Editorial

in a letter to the editor today, Max
Rafferty-. Superintendent of l’uhlic
Instruction, complains of our editorial
last week about an eighth grade textbook, "The Land of the Free." Rafferty’s consultant, a I .S.C. professor of
education, Emery Stoops. had report-

HAND FOLDED

ed to the Superintendent that the book
was "slanted toward ci% il rights." We
said that Dr. Rafferty and his assistant were actively opposing the hook’s
adoption by the State Curriculum
Commission.
Although it is true that Dr. Rafferty
was silent about his own opinion of
the book, it seems clear to us that his
transmittal to the Curriculum Commission of what we regard as a preposterous memorandum of criticisin and
his placing it on the Commission’s
agenda were in themselves acts of opposition to the book’s adoption. We
are glad to note that the Curriculum
Commission overrode the objections
and approved the text; after the Commission acted. Dr. R a f f erty pronounced it satisfactory to him.
We have never said or intimated that
Dr. Rafferty is lacking in sympathy
for minority groups.

portion and replete with half-truths had been
created out of it;
And I am willing to disregard the fact that
the vice-president of this student body has
stated that the target of his antics is, in
reality, one of the finest presidents he has
ever known.
What I am not willing to disregard, however, is the list of actual accomplishments
that have been realized during John Hendrick’s term as student body president, including the creation and implementation of a highly complex program to incorporate present
committees and programs into the college
union, which though physically absent, is very
much present conceptually.
One must absolutely be objective and academic when considering something so injurious, to a person’s reputation as a recall. One
must, in this case, weigh the positive acamiplishments of the president (which this campus will feel but never see, and then perhaps
not for some time) against what some consider an indiscretion.
Recall or admonishment? Frankly, to those
who blindly insist with frightening dogmatism
that the letter mentioned has injured San Jose
State’s reputation, I reply unhesitatingly that
they deserve excoriation: Any issue that is
intentionally given undeserved super-importance is apt to injure the reputation of the
school, yes.
I simply ask everyone to weigh the values
involved in this recall attempt. I am confident that you will come to the same conclusion that I have, simply that the actions
of the student body president, considered in
the past year’s scheme of things, deserves
congratulations, not recall.
Jack Groban
Jimior Representative A 9203

’Stop Following the Hawk
And Start Chasing Dove’
Editor:
A. P. Anderson’s letter of May 16 was very
humorous at first reading, but since many
people may agree with him I decided that I
should take him seriously.
I would just like to point out that if the
Eagle made an attempt to get all the glory
which Anderson wants for her, she and all
other birds (and all of us people, too) will
perish.
May I point out to the Eagleand Mr.
Andersonthat she holds not only arrows
in her talons but also olive branches. Our
only hope is that she remembers this and
stops following the orders of the Hawk and
becomes a follower of the greatest of all
birdsthe dove.
Ron Giterits
A3808

San Francisco Chronicle
May 18, 1966
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of
the editorial pegs offers students and faculty a
chance fo express their views on campus. local,
notional or in ..... tional issues. Space is allowed
to encourage written debates on such current affairs.
Contributions to Thrust and Parry must not exceed
250 words, must bo typewritten, double spaced
within 55-space margins and properly signed with
the writer’s name and faculty or ASB number. The
Daily will not print letters which are libelous, in poor
taste or include personal shock. The editor reserves fhe right to edit er euf letters to conform to
space limitations and to cease publication of loiton
dealing with subjects he believes hare been exhausted.

’Gallant Officer Attempts
3Ialthusian Thwarting’
Editor:
We can now chalk up another victory for
our American police system in its noble and
relentless battle against those who would
bring evil limn society.
Several days ago one of these gallant
knights of the law almost single-handedly
might have foiled one of the most despicable
crimes possible, the flouting of the Malthusian
Law of Overpopulation.
A hostile husband, his pregnant wife, and
then Mi.-year-old sort %sere discovered. on
a Los Angeles road racing at 80 mph to add

another statistic to the world’s population
explosion. With exemplary courage, the officer, gun in hand, advanced upon the trio,
evidently about to halt a major disaster. The
husband, in an obvious attempt to complete
his crime, allowed his car to inch forward,
whereupon the officer, accidentally, but
luckily, shot him dead.
In spite of this officer’s gallantry the baby
probably will be born. But if ever an A for
effort was merited, this is it. Support your
local police.
Ronald Glass
A995

Would you believe people sitting on
the floor of a studio apartment handfolding 750 bids that were so brightly
colored that they made the folders dizzy?
Neither did Anne and Jim Hunt the chairman and Pam Wright the secretary and
Ira Meltzer (who just wandered by and
got trapped) and members Holly Dermondy and Sharon Shumack and Stir
Winchester, but they do now!
Gene Sanguenetti still has trouble realizing that at 6:30 a.m. lie drove Anne
to San Francisco to buy the flowers that
Chris Bush and Jan Feuder arranged so
wildly as the center pieces. He would
particularly like to know how he got all
those bushes in the back of his Corvair.
And Don Jordan is wondering how he
got eight people into his compact to
prepare the hotel for the dance (the hotel
was prepared for the dance, hut not for
the committe members who slid down the
bannister of the grand stairwa, that
nig,ht).
2,000 FLYERS

President-Elect Asks
Support for Hendricks
Editor:
Recently there has been a great deal of
comment arising from the attempt to recall
the Student Body President, John Hendricks.
By action of the Student Council, as a result
of a petition signed by more than 2,000 students, an election to determine whether the
president shall be removed from office will
take place on May 19 and 20.
The leaders of the recall movements state
that the purpose of the petition was to register "righteous indignation" regarding the
now famous memo that President Hendricks
sent to the student body presidents of the
California State Colleges proclaiming the
recent student body election a "tragedy."
I should mention that I do not condone the
action taken by the president, because I
consider it a "technical" violation of his oath
of office in that it was ostensibly injurious
to the students of SJS; however, I do loot
believe that the president’s indiscriminate
course of action constitutes grounds for his
removal from office.
I have not been "bought off," nor am I
attempting to prevent a precedent from being
established; frankly, I do not consider the
removal of John Hendricks to be in the best
interests of the students. The goal of the
petition, to register protest, has been attained;
now, however, I hope that the students will
support the president in the election,
Jerry Spotter
ASII3 President -Elect
A 15442

Fraternity and Professor
Applauded by Writer
Editor:
I would like to take this opportunity to
congratulate Tau Delta Phi on its fiftieth
anniversary, and the men of that organization on their selection of Dr. Conrad Borovski
as professor of the year.
Tau Delta Phi has great potential to exert
a leadership roll in promoting educational
reform, and with the many outstanding men
in the organization, it has begun to realize
that potential.
The choice of Dr. Borovski is particularly
significant. Dr. Borovski, certainly among the
most brilliant individuals on this campus (or
any other campus) is both loved and admired
by his students for his intellectual achievements, for his devotion to learning, and for
his courage to speak out even when his view
Is contrary to the accepted one. It is people
like the men of Tau Della Phi and Dr. Borovski who are making this college a true
community of scholars.
Phil Whitten
A 13497

Anne and Barbara Dolan ran into a
little trouble when they tried to promote
the dance by putting 2,000 flyers on car
windshields and found out from the.
city police that it was illegeal ("o.k. girls.
you don’t have to rake them off thi.
time").
Virginia Ellis, the committee’s adviser.
had to be specially prepared for the volunteer workers and the special effect.
operators. The volunteersJoanne Minshz
of City College, Jim Young of Tau Delta
Phi, and, of course, Ira Meltzer, who wore
a black tie to the dance no suit, jos!
a tie), are not exactly the type of people
Virginia is used to seeing on ASB committees. But beards, booths, and LSD notwithstanding, they worked as hard as anyone.

The special effects operators, Julie
Alanis and Seth Katzman (who could
he identified by his gayly flowered arm%
helmet and Joanne Minshz practiced for
weeks to achieve the mind-expanding effects at the dance ... and will never be
the same.
BEARD AND RAT

Even the chaperone contributed to the
effects. Bill Fitzgerald (the beard) wa,
a one-man illusion when his car broke
down two miles from the hotel and he
walked in to tell the committee that he
and fellow trouble-shooters John Burn.
(psych instructor well-known around the
rat lab) and sociology instructor John
Sullivan would make it eventually. But
they were ti.o illusion at the (lance . . .
they blended in so well few people even
realized that they were chaperones.
Ellett McCallister, who kept everyone
working with her limitless enthusiasm before the affair, failed miserably while
there . .. she never did get Richard Epstein to take off his cape and dance.
It was a swell trip and a swell gang
who made it one . . . and who strangely
enough seemed to be ha%ing the best
time there.

SJS in Retrospect
5 Years Ago: Harry Cambell, 23, former
SJS boxer who turned professional in 1961
after SJS abolished the sport, died from
massive brain damage following a lightweight
battle in San Francisco.
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THE DRAMA AND MUSIC DEPARTMENTS PRESENT

Anthropologist Traces Attitudes
Concerning Mexican -Americans

5

stereotyping of this ethnic.
i group, Dr. Romano stated.
"Yesterday, the Mexican-Ameri-I The first is "single direction to
can out of work was a lazy bum. change," the road to which most
Today. he is an under-achiever," social scientists adhere. In this
Dr. Octavio Romano, research an- great melting pot concept. men-,
thropologist at the University of Wally all cultures blend int() one.
The second factor, "stmalized
California at Berkeley, asserted
0PPosition," is the continuing flow
in a speech yesterday in C1-1149.
cf immigration from Mexico into’
Sponsored by Student Initiathe,
States BeMeen 19-10,
a group working for community the United
and the present, over half a mildekelopment in Mexican -American
Mexivans entered this coun- ’
areas, Dr. Romano’s speech sur- lion
try." Dr. Romano painted Gut.
I
veyed "Studied Stereotypes about
Dr. Romano also placed segreMexican-Americans."
gation in this czitegor3. "Until
Four basic factors contribute to
1954. it WLIF legal in Texas fo:
WY:lean-Arne:jowls tc be artgA...i
for being on the wrong side of
the tracks after 6 p.m.," he commented.
d factor is
Dr. Romane’s
"realigned phial lim." m, aning the
natural behavior of a pel,an
seek ecnif anion, hum the saw:.
ethnic
Here Dr. Roman.:
placed part of the hlanir. on no,
szy,tem. uhich he chargeli
SJS Young Americans for Free- wants to "i{::ep ethnic gi imps
ling bloc.
dom (YAF) will try to make the gether
By LINDA LAMANNO
Spartan Bally Staff Writer
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GOING UP
Rulemafe Carol Grosskopf will be boosting sales of The Rule,
SJS engineering magazine, today in the Engineering Building

: out

lobby. The magazine will remain on sale through Friday. Senior
pictures of January and June
photograph: of Mks Grossicopf,

graduates, in addition to the
are featured.
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Theta Chi Fraternity
Rolls to Cart Victory
Delta Gamma sorority’s attempt I coed division caused the greatest
for a third consecutive victory in’ reaction from the estimated 1,100
spectators.
the Pushcart Relays WL1S thwarted’
Kappa Alpha Theta, going into
at the wire Saturday afternoon as I
the rare with the best time of the
Theta Chi picked up its first title’
day, 1:06.0, was a solid favorite
since 1951.
ever the DG’s.
Excrpt 1:-r the Bret that the
The KAT team of driver Gae
final 1.1’7,, W:1,’ a nip and tuck Rossi. and pushers Craig Kelso,
affair, 1h^ F1l -;,,stake;
WaS Bob Stannick. Dan Stowell, Ben
almost tinti,.,iinac ie.
1-3:1Aer. and Dick Jones then set
chno);:n
rtee in the a lla. k record of 1:05.5 ancl leaked

NIGHTLY AT 8:30
ENCS SATURDAY

that

to a
not,
ca r
the,

iser.
sol-

GOODWOMAN
OF SETZUAN

MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
Phone 321.’1300 Ext. 4317
?
OFFICIS: S F Downtown C011.1 f ast
B oy 131.unats Noi,sclale Snvmsn Cfav / San
10. S0001.0 Clay / Stanford ire0c1d0f Umon

’feet,

like sine winnets in the sweepstakes race.
Then an announcement was
made. An illegal pass had occurred
Iduring the race, and Dclta Gamma, with a 1:08.3 clocking was
the winner.
until this time KAT hal
,
..led times of 1:08.0 against
Aliala Chi Omega’s 1:12.1, 1:C6.0
a.;ainit Kappa Kappa Gamma’s
1:06 1, and the. 1:05.3 time which
Paused the disqualification.

YAF Plans
Anti - V D
Birthday Rally

Finally, "niculturalism" which is
the reintergration of Mexican culture In Alexican-Americans at a
different Imel. is
factor. \
example would be a Mexic.:
American student wro goes to i
lege and who majors in Spew
thus heing exposed to Mexican coital e much later in life.
"The problem tcrlay is not
to get Mexican-Am:4 jeans
yak& but itith-r hcw to better
channels cf communicati,:n and to
eliminate fixed stem:types," Dr.
e

By

G IdCOMO

Puccini

Sung in English
Runs FRI. and

SAT.,

May 20 and 21

Also May 25 through 28
8:15 p m

College Theatre
Matinee Saturday, May 28

2 p.m.

MAKE RESERVATIONS EARLY
Si SO
-.1S0 Students .76
Gen. Adm..
5.h
Sein Fernando Sts.
College Thr xre Box 01:ce
Phon 294-1v3t
Open 1-5 p.m.
..,...00000006:00000110000111000081411000008J

ordc o. hAlf4..)
Letturet on the Teachings of the
Coiholic Church on Thursdays from
7-30 p.m. to 8:30 p.rn. This series is
a cycle course and people interested
rrey start
ny tiros. No ecisfno
obl,gationseveryone invited.
For further information er
private appointment
please call 292.4124

--at .:.....).0=1

YAF will celebrate the anniversary of the first teach -in at the
University of California at Berkeley with a rally and birthday
party beginning at 1 p.m. on Seventh Street.

N.

Madamit guttepily

St. Joseph’s Church

first birthday of the Vietnam Day
Commit tee
VD(’I Trach-In an
unhappy event Fri:lay.

According to Garth Steen, YAF
president, the celebration "of our
first year of opposition to the
VDC," will begin with prdsentaHon of "honorary" birt hd a y
awards to VDC members.
After the awards, the YAF will
cut a birthday cake. Speeches will
begin at 1:15.
Cary Coulter, Stanford University student who has recently returned from doing graduate work
in Viet Nam, will be the tirst
speaker.
He will be followed to the platform by Dr. Joost Sluis, professor
at the University of California
Medical Center.
The final speaker of the rally
will be Miss Janet Greene, described as an anti-Communist folk singer, who will speak at 2:15 p.m.

The Opera

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
California Zeta Chanter
II?! So. I I th. 207-01{08
Sigma Alpha Epsilon was founded Ilarch 9.
/856 in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. Today, S.A.E.
has grown and prospered to become the largest
and strongest I:Willi:1’f (Odell? ill’. Mid IS rated
Cali college f
unfit/MT (Me
1111.11ill Zeta Chapter irl Sigma Alpha Epsilon is
/woad of its heritage. and strives to maintain
high standards. Through outstanding scholarship. rithletir. and social programs. Cal Zeta
has proren itself tops on campus. S.A.E. offers
the mature indiridual the opportunity to obtain the utmost out of his college career.
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NEW FROM GRODINS PANTS PIT

Theta Chi, cn its way to the
ramped over ATO, Markham
Hall and Sig,ma Phi Epsilon.
Its winning’ combination con of driver Jim Volz and
1,.,hci
John &alba. Jack Davis.
P-1) Huber. Walt ’Channels and
Dave Long.
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Banker’s Life Cornpany of Iowa
You can earn while in training above average
income. When experienced you can enjoy unlimited income in a prestige position in professional life underwriting.
As a life underwriter you will be frained in these areas:
LIFE INSURANCE
* HEALTH INSURANCE
* GROUP INSURANCE
i’ PENSION -PROFIT SHARING
* BUSINESS INSURANCE
ESTATE ANALYSIS
Training over a three year period includes local seminars as well as training at our home office in Iowa.
Expenses towards obtaining the coveted Chartered
Life Underwriter (C.L.U.) designation and the National
Life Underwriters Training Council Courses are paid
for by Banker’s Life Company of Iowa.
Interviews to arrange for Aptitude Index tests and also
to obtain additional information may be arranged
through the Placement Center for Wednesday, May
18. Come in and investigate an exciting and rewarding
field.
For further informalion call either Mr. R. W. Todd
(Agency Manager) or Mr. Ten Brink (Unit Manager)
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The Alameda

243-4040

HAGGAR
"SNUG -DUD’
PANTS

Get
closer
with a
HONDA

in Forever Prest Hopsacking

For casual good times, for on the-go ease, these super-slim
slacks will lead you a good life.
They keep their knife-edge

Closer to class. Closer to the fraternity house.
And a lot closer to the opposite sex. Honda
offers you all these advantages plus economy:
price, upkeep and insurance are all irresistably
low. Why not join the crowd?

press forever and you can forget about the iron. Snug fitting,
pre-cuffed wash pants, a little
dressier than the rest, in Navy,
Clay, and
Cambridge.

Free Brochure: Write American Honda Motor Co., Inc.
Department C-4, Box 50, Gardena, California v.’ 1966 AHM

8.95

111a1MMEIEW

SAN JOSE HONDA

striped belt included

Sales -- Parts Service

GTZ,

SAN ANTONIO CENTER, MT. VIEW
SHOP MON. THRU SAT. UNTIL 9:30
VALLEY FAIR
SHOP MONDAY THRU SATURDAY UNTIL 9:30 p m.

Lowest Financing Rates Ever
to buy a Honda
p.m.

8
80
S,

141 S. Third

295-7525
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s
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1, and sale
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IT’S O.K. TO OWE KAY!

.-

292-4910Ope,

,d40.04"-.

.

65 So. First St.

Downtown

t

SpeciaL

I

r-i ,/

Mon., Thwr, & Fr:. ",

Vanity Fair Shopping Center

)11,--""etest...4-

Moderne Drug Co.

248-3040Open Mon. thr3 Fi:. r:

Sunnyvale

209 So. Taaffe St.

ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, Jr., owner

739-0591Open Thurs. & Fri. N

1"

1

Professional Pharmacists

/74141.
"’"’’’’’"" -7; ’’’’’’’’’ ’’’’’’
50th Anntversor,
,1

Demi ’Passe cup and saucer
with "art" flower arrangement

fl.

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT
PHONE 293.7500
SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS
SAN JOSE
-- -

Regular $3.95

SPecial $2. 95
l

This cup and saucer with the flower arrangement comes in red, pink, yellow and talisman.
We’ll have other specials too!

Ar,

UNBELIEVABLE
VALUE!
?0,44 e.44ice

Downtown

SALE

$I0 0

Hipstur Pants $49
REG. $9 AND $10
Our best style in cotton twills, prints, and solids. Also,
miracle blends. Sizes 6 to 14.

No Money Down SI A Week

Nctivkti
Famous For Fine Flowers

:ince 1887,

Gifts of Distinction

The Students’ Florist

292-8311

Corner of 2nd & San Fernando

Marquise Cut
Diamond
Bridal Sets
An inspiring choice of advance designs combined with
glamorous Marguise Cut diamond beauty: rings that
always stay. never stray . . . for maximum aecurity.
Engagement and wedding rings are interlocked, cannot
twist apart or turn. In 1411 white or yellow gold.

1)..ut4
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Sweaters
Now $7 and $8
;,, pastels and white.
name

Reg. to $14
Our famous

Group
Sunnier Sportswear

1/3 to 1/2 OFF
Pants - Skirts

Mouses - Jackets

STUARTS

0....to

vhifill1=111

Valley Fair

1..4:a 21.19/AIL 11111111166.......ftle.

Downtown
161 So. First
Shop Mon.-Thurs. Nights
1Anuannaninnawa.

Valley Fair
Shop 5 Nights

RODEO T1111!

NSAN
WOTJOSE
NWOD
!ELAS
DAYS

MAI 211-21-.!2

Door Buster

NIIIG1101:\

Complete
WESTERN OUTFITTER
FOR MEN & WOMEN

51 SWEATERS
Reg. 1.1.99 Discontinued Colors famous Brands

3.33

for a lifetime of proud
possession

.
OMEGA
SELF-WINDING WATCHES

Western Wear Is THE Look!

SPECIAL GROUP

COATS

PRICE

1/2
reg. $28$38-818

Clutch and button styles, top manufactures in fine wools and blends.
Many colors and a good selection in each size range. Sizes 6 to 18.

;,, 11,‘;,14T,

SHIFTS $3.99 & 5.99

Hot prints and solids, some fully lined, celanese fabrics, cottons too.
you wear an
Oincga automatic. Needs no external source of

NO "FORGET-TO-W1ND" whcn

TINY PRINT

power to keep it running. Winds itself as you
wear it. Off the wrist. will run 40 hours or more.
Hand-winding is optional. The modern watch
for hit ,y mcn and women.

SKIRTS $3.99

Jazzy all over prin+s on green, blue, pink and red backgrounds
... sizes 8 to 18. Some fops to match.

NO MONEY DOWN

FA
132 SOUTH FIRST ST.
Park eartrenientl)

Ina

rear entrance

THE
WORKINGMAN’S STORE
218 Ili. :+ianta Clara: Open Nlon. &

Ill 9 p.m.

TERMS

TO SUIT YOU

endetA
Service will& Integrify

91 S. First St., Downtown SAN JOSE
On.s mend,,y s Thursday until 9 p.m....Perking Tickets Validated
307 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE, SAN JOSE
Open Morday, Thursday & Friday until 9:30 p.m.
Free Parking ,n Front of Store

w

62 YEARS IN SAN JOS1
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KSJS Radio Trains, Serves Students

a.WirS’Irawel

i
sdhiltlt
Spartan, D it. i aie Arts Editer
Given a weekday evening
about 5. many students aresettling doyen to dinner and others are relaxing from a rough
day of classes. But the night’s
beginning for
work is just
mutilates of the KS.IS staff.
Each Monday through Friday
from 5 tu 9 p.m., the FM station. 90.7 me, aits programs
, aging fr,m news and music
special features.
’rite station has it two-fold
purpose, said General Faculty
Manager Frank McCann, associate professor of speech. It is
designed to train students in
broadcasting, advertising and
r., irnalism and to present effect
student programming as a
service to the community.
Some 40-60 students work with
the station each semester in
attivities ranging frum announcopand hoard operations
. a ;int; equipment in the contrel
tt rn
keeping the library recd.; in crder.

tokeyek
gIe.

so
Convenient,
With everything from
dresses to
cowboy boots,
and only two
blocks from 1
campus.
Shop
downtown
for all your
graduation
and summer
neees
You’ll save
TIME
and
MONEY
by shopping
downtown.

... diamond bridal e.
your honorable hit.
thne-honored

t’

. lost

\
III

Set .’01.1 ellOOSe,
ttl

.1111,..

1904

SINCE

.ILVAN
ewelent
N and JUNO
nni San Fernando
-- Cu,
Si -n lose
Open Thursday Evenings until 9All Parking Lei Tickets Validated
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FROM $150

T0

Bode from

Crystal Stemware

are
I !-!111/1

J ,me

s;:et
i..t ion of
began in
cane:e
1961. By Vein itaty, 1963, it was
ready for the first broadcast.
The Federal Communications
Commission i FCC’ license is
held by the State of California.
H..wever, a faculty commission
coniposed of professors from
drama. MUSIC, journalism. industrial arts, audio-visual, engineering and other departments interested in beeadcastieg is responsible for the prilic supervision of the station.
The faculty commit lee appoints the general facility manager who serves in an advisory
capacity.
STUDENT POsITIONS
KSJS’ staff includes six major
student pcsitions. The key function is that of the program director. He oversees the day-today operations of the station,
handling personnel and reviewing requests for programs. The
student station manager supervises the operation of SJS
during broadcasting, hours.
The student chief engineer
transmitter and
the
checks
supervises other technical phases.
The news director produces
newscasts for KSJS.
Sports director is responsible
for the weekly local sports casts
wenn Music
and specials as thr

$25o0

and see our 22 new patterns in Chinaware, featuring:
Syracuse Fine China

S

...

’,IF:
!: as
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You Are Cordially Invited to visit our Bridal Regestry
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Westgate Shopping Center
GAO Saratupa Ave.
Phone 379-3051

72 S. First st
San Jose
Phone 2974920

HERI1AOE

!!

Maier

by Holme-

Sweden.

Trutanich
OF SJS
Disc jockey Dan
gives cue to engineers Ron Stein, sitting, and
Fred Walter, standing, to spin a recording durVOiCE

director schedules and integrates
the music shows.
Other staff posihons include
that of the continuity director
who secs that cop3. is written
for station breaks and public
service announcements and of
the traffic director who makes
a minute-byup Cie &its. log
minuo: ..ecerd of broadcasting
act iv’t
"0 I’ . ;! eniming is designed
to steve a variety of student
McCann explained.
tastes,
PRO( i RAM SOURCES
Sources of programming are
varied. Mcst of the broadcasts,
mainly musical programs, are
locally produced. For example.
recordings are made of performances by college organizations such as Glee Club and
the Symphonic Band.
A second major source of programming is the National Association of Educational Broadcasters. A branch of the association, National Educational
Radio INER), sells radio stations programs taped by educaGioia’ institutions and private
organizations. The NER has
working agreements with vari"Four
sv -tents.
foreign
ous

Brescol’

ing one of the KSJS-FM, 90.7 mc, broadcasts.
Sen’ors Trutanich and Stein and sophomore
Walter major in radio-television.

Centuries of Italian Theatre" is
produced in Italy.
Other NER prowl:nu include
"Proadeartine anti Election Camp.tigia.," it series prepared with
fl speclal g-ant; "Union Voices,"
a program of folk music; "Music
Makers," which features a famous musician each week, and
"Two Worlds of Jazz," produced
in New York.
McCann commented that the
NER programs "give scoi.e and
dimension to our progeamming."
The third major source of programming is governmental and
public service organizations.
"Voices of VISTA" describes the
Also
corps.
peace
domestic
broadcast are the Navy Band
and the Standard School Broadcast, a program of music.
WEEKLY PROGRAMS
Most of the KSJS programs
are broadcast weekly. Both
sports and news are tailored to
the ealleee community, said ’McCann. This semester basebaR
games were carried direct from
Municipal Stadium. In addition
the station tries to carry the
Seventh Street and Open End
Forums.
As far as lectures and discus -

sions are concerned, McCann remarked, "Vv’e do everything we
get permission to do." These
programs may be either live or
rece drd. When a speaker is
scheduled to come to campus,
Cie general faculty manager and
the student program director decide whether to broadcast the
siasech.
RELEASE FORM
lf the decision is affirmative,
the program director contacts
the organization sponsoring the
speaker to get a release form
- - a signed statement giving the
station permission to broadcast
his remarks.
"Lectures usually run openended," McCann said. Since the
live broadcasts are not edited,
the station continues the broadcast even if it runs over the
alotted time.
As 9 p.m. nears on a given
weekday night. many students
ere deep in studying, but members of the KSTS staff are getting ready to sign off another
day of broadcasting -- unless,
of course, that special speaker
is long-s: inderP

41.m

SAVE

-PotAAfi’a
72 S. First St.
San Jose
Phone 29741920

69eweler3
Westgate Shopping Center
Snrstoga
PI

379 ;n11
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’Madame Butterfly’ To Open Friday

MaJter

1

Japan at the turn of the um
tury. a geisha girl and a naii
lieutenant combine to form the
seen(’ of the Puccini opera
"Madame Butterfly" to open

Fridai night at 8:13 in Culltst
Theatre.
Repeat performances will be
given Saturday night and Wednesday through Saturday, May

DOWNTOW:1 SAN JOSE DAYS!

9

NA,

Here’s your ocoor’unity to buy that new soit at a bargain price. These
.
led and orlon/wool blends in the latest fabrics and
suits are all v
3nyentional styles are included in the seleccolors. Ivy,
rations are free!
tion. Even
13EiTER

Sl;ORT SLEEVE

SLA C.KS

Ern Shiris

Reg. to $15.95

Rcg. $3.95 to S5.95

REG.
$59.95

NyLoN
Sweaters PANCHOS

IONG

&

SHORT

SLEEVE

Reg. to $17.95

siro
All Wool and orlon. wool blend, in
a good selection uf fate ics and
colors

4,1:=, I 98

3 for
S5.78

Ivy and conventional style sh,
in cool summer fabrics. No,
pattern,
well as neats and sn’’,.

$6"

Reg.

S8.95

$488

This is an assortment of laineus
brand sweaters that normally sell
for much more. Don’t wait as the
’,election won’t last long at this

These famous brand panchos are
ideal for beach wear Or as a light
summer iacket. Don’t wait on this
close-out price

FREE PARKING Ar ANY LOT!
OPEN MONDAY & THURSDAY ’Ill 9 P.M.
alt70

available

BANKAMERICARD
and
FiRST

NATIONAL

5: SOUTH

.S7 RE El

23-2d. at S:13 p.m. A matinee
performance is scheduled for
Saturday, M;*. 28. Tiekets, 75
cents for students and $1.50 for
the general public, may be purchased at College Theatre Box
Office, Speech and Drama Building.
The cpera, whitli will he sung
in English, is a joint production
of the Drama and Music Departments. Direetors will be Dr. Paul
Dave e, assoeitite professor of
drama. and Dr. Edwin Dunning,
As.sociate professor of musk:.
Graduate student Dan Zanvettor designed the setting under
the simervision of J. Wendell
.Tehnson. professor of
r a m a.
Costume designed is MISS BCF.
noire Plash, professor of drarna.
Kenneth P, Thirst, associate professor of dram a. will handle
The four principal roles- Madame Butterfly, Suzuki, Pinkerton and Sharpless
will be
double east. Janet Williamson.
Sharon Gilbert, Flowaivi Budwin
and 13yron Thomas will play 111;e
20. 25. 27 and 28.
Soon Hwang Chun, Sharon
West, Carlo Micheletti and Wesley Finley will portray the roh
May 21. 26 and at the Saturdto
mat ince.
The story of Madame Butterfly reflects the conflict of two
cultures the East and the
West. Aetion takes ’dare in Nagasaki in the early 1900s. ChoCho-San Madame Butterfly’. a
geisha girl has married American naval lieutenant Pinkerton
on a 99-year eontrilet whit:h. like
the lease on a house, could be
annuled any menth.
After Pinkerton leaves Japan.
the faithful Butterfly awaits,
with their child Sorrow. his return. In the vourse ef three
years Butterfly is to evolve front
a doll- li k e girl to a tragic
svotean,

Varsity Band
To Play Today
At Lunchtime
Students and faculty members
who have a break today from
12:30-1:30 p.m. may join other
listeners at a lunch-time program of music in Concert Hall.
Dwight Cannon, instructor in
mush., will conduct the Varsity
Concert Band. Admission is free.
The 35-member band, composed mainly of students who are
not music major s. will play
"Overture for Winds" by Charles
Carter, "March and Chorale" by
Rober t Washburn and "His
Honor" by Henry Fillmore.
Other numbers on the program include the second prelude
from "Three Prelude s" by
George Gerhwin. "Them Basses"
by G. H. ITuffine, "The Sinfoninns" by Clifton Williams and
two numbers by Frank Erickson. "Intrada" from "S rcond
Symphony for Band" and "Air
for 13and."

S.C. You+h Band
To Play Tonight
At Concert Hall
Santa Clara Valley Youth
Band. composed of honor music
students from area high schools
and junior high schools. will
present a concert tonight at 8:13
in Concert Hall. Admission is
free.
Conrittetor Clement Ilutchinson, SJS associate professor of
music, organized the 60-member
group in 1959. He said its purpose is "to help music education
in the valley."
The p r g I* a 111 %VIII include
works hi William Schuman, Anatol Linden:. Prokofieff, J. Val
Hamm.
Ilene (-vise. Joseph
Scianni, Norman radio Joio and
Mat ilno San Miguel.
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What Fraternities OIR,--r
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the see
ond in a three, part series about the
Greek syatem
SJS.
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an electrical

of the trainers
simultaneously claps his hands."
After a while the frog associates the elopping hands with the
shock and jumps without the
elect rica I inspire t ion.
"Just in case the frog can’t
hoar we are alro stomping on
the ground at the same time,"
AleCtine saki.
Sephie No. 2" was purchased
from a biological supply hottse,
,.4ttl Circle K plans to turn him
after the contest. This is
evidently a better fate than ending up in a biology lab dissecting
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night from the apartment of
Patricia Ann Barrett, 22, 234
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"We are the only publication
on campus with our own frog,"
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"Rumors have it that ’Sparta
Life’s’ leaping starts at the
chalk line and would have even
Tommy Smith shaking his head
in
disbelief,"
Shepard commented.
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of Foothill

training

An unofficial repo r t has
"Sparta Life" doing the 440
inches! in 15 seconds flat. That
should be more than enough t.,
break the world’s record of 205
inches in the same span of
titre," Shepard said.
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for Vasconcellos. Several pieces of De Vicenzi’s
art work were displayed at the reception.

Jchn De Vicenzi, associate professor of art, a+
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Life the frog poses in front of Sparta
C-ock. Croak Sparta
Life the magazine during an arduous training session in preparation for the Calaveras County frog jumping contest ihis weekend.
The third and final issue of the magazine will be on sale through
today.
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Intramurals
FAsT PITCH SOFTBALL
The Fruits remained unspoiled
Monday in independent fast pitch
action by whipping the previouslyunbeaten Moulder Men 7-1 in eight
innings.
Barry Felse tripled and came
home on an overthrow for the
deciding run.
Rich Roger had what might be
termed a good day by belting
three home runs and driving in
nine runs to lead Sigma Alpha
Epsilon No. 2 to a 15-5 rout of
Air Force ROTC. Not to be outdone, teammate Nick Corsello
blasted two homers.
In other games, Dallas Israleli
pitched a two-hitter, but walked
in the winning run as his Allen
Hall nine dropped a 3-2 decision
to the Beavers; Whiskey-a-Go-Go
shutout Markham Hall 12-0; the
Newman Knights overcame a
three- run round tripper by Rich
White to stop the "B" Bailers
18-16 and Randy Martin’s threerun homer led the Turdles past
Alpha Tau Omega No. 2 11-3.
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SLOW PITCH sOFTBALL
In the first -round action of the
slow pitch tourney Monday, the
Weineses overcame a 13-run Allen
Hall lead to grab a 15-14 extrainning win; the Old Men snuck
past the Creepers 10-6 as Roland
Squires collected two home runs
among four hits and Larry Freimark lobbed a four-hitter as the
Tip-1ns edged Sigma Alpha Epsilon No. 2, 3-1.

Decathlon Trials
Finish Tomorrow
The final eient of the SJS spring
water polo decathlon comes tomorrow in the Stanford pool before a scrimmage with the Indians
which will end the Spartans’ exhibition schedule.
In the ninth event, goalie Bob
Likens scored a perfect 15 to win
the three-shot accuracy, with
brother Jack second along with
John Schmitt and another goalie,
Steve Boyer, at 12.
Coach Lee Walton has not made
any official tabulations, but Jack
Likens and Jim Moblad seem to
be dominating the decathlon competition.
Give your shoes
a nen’ lonk
for summer.
Bring &no In
ECONOMY SHOE REPAIR
43 E. Santa Clara
294-9929
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)

112 to
830

open Thurs. until 9
charge accounts

#711;0.gHOES
292-5090
30 E. San Anfonk,
Downtown San Jose
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Judo Banquet Saturday to Cap
Another Championship Campaign
The SJS judo team concludes’ No matter what the outcome of tournament first hand, since it will
another highly successful season’ next year’s finals may he, SJS I be held on April 15 in the Spartan
Saturday with their annual awards judo fan.s will get to witness the’ Gym.
banquet to be held at 7:30 p.m.
at the Smorgas International, 3830
Stevens Creek Blvd.
The banquet will be the last gettogether for the 1966 national collegiate champions, although many
of the judokas scheduled to he
presented will be back next year
to shoot for the sixth straight SJS
All Newnow on sale at all college
national championship.

the reed
bookstores and at special sales

KEY LOSSES
booths on campus.
Despite the return of outstanding performers like Larry LamSupport your only student Literary Magazine
bert, Masakazu Nakao ISJS representatives in the NCAA national
tournament), Ron Asai, Jim Hart
Let us rapture, on film,
and Phil LaRocca, the Spartans
those unforgettable
are sure to be hurt by the loss of
greatness of the Spartan. This race was a 45.7
NCAA title holders Paul MaruTHE DIFFERENCE OF GREATNESSThe space
moments for you.
440 dash for Smith at Stanfordthe third fastyama and Roger Miller.
between SJS’ world record holder Tommy Smith
est 440 in history.
Maruyama, national AAU chamand his nearest competitor is one mark of the
Call
pion as well as 156-pound division
winner and over-all NCAA title
JRS ENTERPRISES
holder, will graduate this spring
for all color
and then report to duty with the
PHOTOGRAPHY
Air Force.
Maruyama, probably the nation’s
hest collegiate judoka, will be the
Phone 226-5392 after 5 p.m.
big man coach Yosh Uchida will
finmeas
have to replace next year, but
there will be others whose lost
Twomey
running
for
quarter
mile
and
the
intermediate
John
and
another
will be felt.
Tommy Smith attempts
world record assault Satuiday in Athens and teammates Pat Moran hurdles.
FIRST TIME CHAMP
In the 200 meters, Wayne Herthe 100 meters. 200 meters curve and Jerry Hass.
Performers like Miller, who won
Saturday’s meeting probably will men and Dave Fishback of the
and 220 yards curve Saturday in
the NCAA heavyweight championan All-Comers meet on the Spar- be the last San Jose appearance Athens Club join Gonzales, Murad
for Gonzales and Salvadore Me- and Hass in an attempt to push ship in his first crack at national
tan track.
competition, will be hard to reVA
The weekend action gets under dina, Mexican Olympian team Smith,
297-306te
552 South Bascom
295-7238 t433 ’the Alameda
Other events are expected to place, as will team captain Limy
way at 3:30 p.m. with the hammer members training under Winter.
and
standout
165-division
Academy Award Winner
Dobashi
Anthony Quinn
200 OPPONENTS
provide interest with Darrell Horn
throw. Track events begin at
Jure Christie in
in
Irene
Papas
Lewis.
Both
ar,
performer
Jay
Gonzales will go in the 100 and of Athens the main attraction in
4:30 p.m.
"DARLING"
"ZORBA THE GREEK’’
former NCAA division winners an,I
The late starting time is tabbed 220 while Medina runs in the the long jump and triple jump.
Marcell Masiroiani and Sophia Loren
point-earners at this year’s mobecause Spartan coach Bud Winter
"MARRIAGE
ITALIAN STYLE"
tional tournament.
could not get enough officials at
outstandthese
the
loss
of
With
art earlier time. On the same afterk4502 Big Basin Way
80-3026
ing judokas, the Spartans cook
noon, the Northern California juRod Steiger in
rounding
time
rough
have
a
inn
ltrst
294-S544
nior college finals will be at Foot"THE PAWNBROKER"
their sixth straight national tii
also
hill, the AAU Conference meet at
"A HOT SUMMER GAME"
season.
next
Jackie
Gleason
in
Stanford and high school section
also
As coach Uchida explains it, th,
"GIGOT"
championships at Gunn High
"HIGHWAY PICKUP"
,,,Icompetition is getting roughei
School in Palo Alto.
each year, because the interest in
SEE SMITH AGAIN
By JOHN JACKSON
judo across the United States
End a long
Saturday’s All-Comers meet was
396 South First
292-6778
The 1966 SJS baseball team may have had a poor season, but growing. The Spartan mentor
scheduled to fill an open date in
Cary Grant
fun day
championNCAA
year’s
called
this
when
it
comes
were
Spartans
to
the
a
rough
team.
doubleheaders,
the SJS calendar and give local
"NORTH BY NORTHWEST"
Coach Ed Sobczak’s nine played and split nine doubleheaders ship tournament the toughest ever.
with a show.
fans another opportunity to see
also J. W,,yne in
T
this spring. This may not sound like much, but when viewed in light and next year’s could be even
"DONOVAN’S REEF"
Smith.
tougher.
Winter expects top-level com- of their 12 won, 22 lost season’s record, it’s almost earthshaking.
The Spartan squad was particularly adept at picking itself up
petition. "We have received strong
entries lists from both the Santa and winning the second game of twin bills after taking severe trouncClara Youth Village and the Ath- ings in the opening games. The last seven of the Spartans’ nine
ens Club, plus some from the Cal doubleheader wins were all accomplished in the second game, with
good pitching usually showing the way.
frosh and the SJS frosh."
In those seven games, the SJS hill crew, which most of the season
Running in the 100 and 200
meters, Smith will have his sights had closely resembled that of the Kansas City Athletics, suddenly
set on the marks of Armin Hary, made like the Los Angeles Dodgers and allowed the apposition 14
earned runs for an ERA of 2.00. The mark looks mighty glossy when
Bob Hayes and Henry Carr.
The Spartan flash will have compared to their season’s earned run record of 4.48.
Surprisingly, it was the bat work of so-called second -line players
plenty of competition from Mexican Olympian Miguel Gonzales. like Steve Egge, Al Taylor, Joe Ward and Bruce Young which conformer SJS runners Lloyd Murad tributed heavily to the SJS second-game win streak.
The Spartans started their twin bill streak in their very first collegiate outing of the year, clubbing Davis 9-0 in the first game of the
opening twin bill, but falling off to lose the second contest 4-3, despite
a three-hit performance by outfielder Robin Towlin.
(student rates)
Two weeks later the Spartans were back at it, killing USF 5-1 in
the first of two, and doing an abrupt hitting about-face to lose the
second contest 2-0.
Following the loss to USF, the SJS nine battled in three doubleheaders in four days, and in every case it was great pitching to the
rescue, after the hitters had fallen off in the first game.
Hill ace Bill Schmidt was the first to toss the life preserver as he
throttled the University of Nevada 9-1 after the Spartans had lost
Late model standard
the first game of the Reno doubleheader 5-3.
New portables
Utility man Egge was the hero the next day and he hurled one
Rental -purchase
perfect inning of relief hall to beat Sacramento State 1-0 after the
Free delivery
Spartans had blown the first contest 4-0.
Gene Hessler hurled his best game of the year three days later,
stopping the Gaels 4-0 on three hits after St. Mary’s had won the
first of two, 2-1.
Following a single game loss to Cal, SJS came back to out-slug
96 F. SAN FFRNANDO GT.
the 1.10P Tigers 7-6 in an extra-inning contest, after the Tigers had
295.676S
won the first game of the twin bill 5-0.
After splits with USF, 1-7 and 9-7; and St. Mary’s, 2-7 and 5-0,
the Spartans closed out their doubleheader season in typical fashion,
getting ()ply eight hits in a twin bill against UOP. However, they
managed to win the concluding game 1-0 as stopper Schmidt pitched
1
,0.0.
4
. .1A015,,,,,,,,I,W,V,WA.W",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,WWW,,,,,,,,,,A,,,,,, .
a three-hitter and drove in the winning run.
\
’’.
We can hear athletic director Bob Bronzan now, "No, Mr. Sobczak,
you can’t schedule 17 doubleheaders next year."

4:30 Saturday Track

Records in Peril Again

A ATOGA

PICKING UP

SPLINTERS

SPRING
DAILY
SURPRISE
DISCOUNT
DAYS

RENT

How to break
the news
gently.
* you’ve grown a beard
* you’re engaged

* you’ve been drafted
you’ve spent next month’s allowance

Fly home on PSA
for only $11.43(1=1;2)
PSA spoils you for any other airline.
727 Fan Jets: Los Angeles/Burbank 13.50
San Diego 19.85
Super Electra Jets: Los Angeles 11.43
San Diego 17.78
All fares plus tax
San Francisco/761-0818 Oakland/835-2555
Los Angeles/776-0125 Hollywood-Burbank/787-4750,
246-8437 San Diego/298-4611 or your travel agent.

s:.

"The Home of the
Friendly Bttrger"
rifitiGER

Stop in and see us,
You can eat, talk,
read, and relax in
the friendly atmosphere of our gas
lighted patio or our
large inside eating
area.

N

Burger
Town
460 East William St.
Plume 286.5622

A4r.

STUDIO

TODAY ONLY
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’WIN FREE COLLEGE RING

II

come in and register for drawing

sZ
.‘
f‘’

s.:
::.,

10% off on all rings sold
,,
:ss
20% off on all jewelry
.";
z:
-,.....,..,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,$,,.

cpaptait Seekitaige
"Right

on Campus"

Alpha Tau Omega, Delta Zeia, Royce Hall
Tak.c.: Top Honors in Annual Blood Drive
Winners of the SJS Blood Drive ! top position in the fraternity clashave been announced hy Don sification with 67 donors, or 81
Hickey. hl(xxl d r i s e chairman , per cent of the membership, (lonafrom AFROTC.
1 ting blood.
ATO was also awarded the
Alpha Tau Omega t ATO) took

SPECIALS

Selah Periera perpetual trophy for
outstanding blood drive participation, Hickey said.
Delta Zeta’s 21 donors won top
sorority honors with 31 per cent of

SALE ENDS
MAY 31

99c

FFEHIN 100’s SL:19
Colgate TOOTII PASTE 95r.

79e

MODESS reg. 2I’s

.79c

Miss Breck II \ II{ sP11 \
Tussy DEODt 111

99c

SALE ENDS
MAY 31

sI N

Alt PEGE and 11

99e

MAALOX LIOLID S1.49

According to Hickey, 386 students presented themselves as potential donors. Of these, 314 actually gave blood. Last spring 298
gave blood at the SJS drive.
Women gave one-third of this
year’s total and 45 per cent of t
those men and women vvho gave’
were first-time donors.
By signing a special card. 16S t
students specified that their blood
could, after 21 days, he separated
into fragments to help in the defense effort.
Stria’ donors numbered 12 and
17 persons gave to replace blood
already used.

SPECIALS

TENTH STREET
MUMMA

S3.50 each

Traelor spray

DOIZOT 111 (;It

79c
Slitilton Summer Cologne

50c

sI

1.59

Lustri Cream SI I 11 POO s2

TENTH STREET PHARMACY

SI

Each

LESS THAN
1/2 PRICE

SLACKS

... Twills . . . Flannels
worsteds
Reverse Twists . . . Dacron Wools
...
Blends ... etc.
From
To

SUITS

RETAIL
$45.50
$108

SALE
$14.88
549.33
*-e-

. . Decron-Wools . . . Da.
,n Cottons . . . Blends . . . etc.
RETAIL
$29.50
S59.52

. . Short sleeve dress
Sport shirts
Tabs
shirts . . . Button downs . .
Solids . . . Stripes . . . Teffersalls
at,
SALE
RETAIL
S2 88
From SS 95
Sa.33
To 0.95

SWEATERS and JACKETS

SPORT COATS

From
To

SALE
S 6.33
$12.33

SHIRTS

Sharkskins
Gaber.
’-es . . . Dac-ons . . . Wools . . .
.,,on.Cottoris
From
To

RE1AIL
$12.95
$24.95

SALE
514.03
$29.33

VAUGHN’S

V -necks . . . Sleeveless . . . Cardigans . . . Golf jackets . . . Windbmakers . . . etc.
SALE
RETAIL
From S 8.95
$ 4.33
$12.33
To $24.95

from SJS College
4th St. Ph. 292-7611

Across
125 S.

1.11..1.3119,M;

\ one-week workshop. "Tie,
Anatomy of the House," to he
offered Monday, June 20 throileh
Friday, June 24 as part of S.JS.’s
summer sessions, will emphasize
(1.selopment of design and style
ti housing, according to Dr. Leo
:il)hy, (lean of educational services
old summer sessions.
The uorkshop will meet from
a.m. to 12 p.m. and from 1 p.m.
t.i 3:30 p.m. daily for one semester
(mit in home economics.
For further information contact
Mrs. Laah Whiting, assistant prof.:ssor of home economics and
ss..i.k.thop director.

IIILE M NI A REBROADCAST
college radio station, will
;.thioadcast DILEMMA Friday,
20, at 7:30 p.m. DILEMMA
r1(.11s with four scholars representtin; different disciplines who survivor! an atomic blast.
DILEMMA was written and directed by Victor James Jr., senior
titiblic administration major, bte.-I
on a piky he vvrote entitled
"Enimna."

Spentan Daily Classifieds
1111=I’ .-4"111""r4:74
BEAT THE TEST OR VIET NAM7 How
to pass the deferment test. You can’t afford to flunk! Limited classes. Phone now.
Collegiate Seminars 383-0426
POETRY WANTED. Include stamped envelope. Idlewild Press, 333 Frederick, San
Francisco 17.
.
d..k. Knee_
WANTED:
e
.
264 4195.
AUTOMOTIVE 12)
’61 VESPA G.S. Fully equipped. excellent
:200._2_94-5405_efter 6_ p.rj_s._

EE MAJOR, Upper Division. Year ’round
..:_loyment. Schedule fle.ible but 15
minimum week required between
8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Mon. -Fri. Extra
, hours available on school vacations.
1 Phone 243-3600 Underwriters’ Laborato..

I

IMMEDIATE EMPLOYMENT. Telephone
solicitatIons for advertising program for
world’s largest portrait co. Hours 9 a.m.- :
I p.m. or 4.8 p.m. Will train. Salary plus
commission. Call 248-7550. Olen Mills
Studio.
HOUSING 151

NOW RENTING for summer session. 1
R/H, new brakes, new battery. bedroom furnished apts. Tradewinds, 633
: t:on. $350. Call 243-4550 S. 8th. $75 per rnonth or rent weekly.
Free parking. See manager, Mike Scott
evenings or weekends. Phone 286-4260.
305 HONDA DREAM. 7.000 miles, elec
rani, helmets. Very good $125 LEASES a 2 bedroom, fully furnished home at 440 Elizabeth St. Near
. 293-2631.
’63 F/GB. ,ed, wire wheels. r/h. good comer of S. IOth & Santa Clara St. Will
n .
$1,600. Contact accommodate 4 college students. 2
blocks from SJS. Zulpo Realty, 259-4230.
797-4000.

’56 VW

’65 HONDA 305 SCRAMBLER. ExcelmJes. $625 or best
3 p.m.
’62 CORVAIR MONZA. $850 or best
Pnone 295-0910 after 5 Prn
64 HONDA SCRAMBLER. Good condii175 or best offer. Call 286-3277.
’55 FORD. 4 door. Average looks, but
o.ceptionaliy fine running. Powerful V-8,
4 nood tiro., brakes, radio. $190. 286-

SUMMER RENTALS. New apts. $30 per
person. 1 & 2 bedroom furnished apts.
635 S. I Ith St. 295.4414.

SUMMER RATES. $75 per month, in .s
,:t lities. Large completely fern r,f,c1 3
apt. Girls or couple. 595
S. 9th St. Cali 259-1557.
2 HOUSES (Christian House). Goodecsiional. Room & board, 18 meals per
week. Reervations for fall term. 205 S
171 St. 293-9582 after 4 p.rn.
STUDIO & I bedroom apts. from $45 per
292 9400
or nite.
2 FEMALE ROOMIES needed, June. $36
’
Own room. House
William. 294.9752.
STUDIO, summer rates, $69.50. Large.
carpets, drapes, furnished, soft water.
659 S. 9th. 296-1822.
2 BEDROdirl HOUSE for rent. $125 all
year round. I block from SJS. Water &
garbage paid, 298-7113 mornings.

VAUGHN’S SEMESTER CLEAN-UP. 1/2
sale. Suits, sport coats, slacks, shirts,
jackets. sweaters. 125 S. 4th.
SECOND-RATE SONGWRITER desires
fist rale collsborator. Object:
r .’l
,’t 322 3357.

Wednesday, May 1R, 1968

Spartaguide
AWS Senior Key Board, 3:45
p.m., College Union AWS Lounge.
interviews for positions on the
Senior Key Board, must be senior
at ....eettision of semester or 21

TODAY
Industrial Relations Club, 6:30
p.m., 1164 Carolyn Drive, Santa
Clara Calif., bar-b-que. cniu:ge $3,
dress informal.
Phi Eta Sigma, 4 p.m., F0104,
initiation of new members, banquet at Red Coach Inn at 5:30p.m.
SJS C’yeling Assn., 5:45 p.m.,
Seventh and San Fernando, the
twilight ride will be followed by
a meeting at 8 p.m. at Magoo’s
Pizza. Fourth and San Fernando.
Tau Delta Phi. 7:30 p.m..
Plirateres International, 7 p.m.,
MH222, nominations for officers
and aWaTTIS
Aritb-Amerlean Club, 3:30 p.m.,
Cafeteria A and B, elections.
!temper ’Wells, Marine Corps
National Sortiet2,.. 6:30 p.m., H2.
Baptist student Union, 7:30 p.m.,
MH221, guest speaker. Fred Me Cooney, retired missionary from
the Southern Baptist Home Mission Board, will speak on "Student
vSiumtedmer Service," everyone in-

Course To Teach
,natomy of House erl Scouts Seek
eaders

TENTH & E. SANTA CLARA
- 2911-9131 -

"illelMentlitelasessaneetwomr.sq..

p

the membership donating.
Royce Hall WEIS the top living
center with 12 donors and
AFKOTC had the most donors for
non -fraternal organizations with
34 per cent of the cadets givinig

iISPARTAN D1111 V

’

tt

lllll (tiles

I,

7

Chapter,

G.I. Applications
loi ins tor seterans
desiring to establish eligibility for
education and training under the
provisions

of

the nets’

G.I.

p.tn.. HI, Mrs. Ulla. Wood, consumer specialist from U.S. Food and
Drug Administration in San Francisco will speak about cosmetics
and their fraudulent labeling, last
meeting of semester.

I can’t stand illBut I must sell my
f
CORVETTE

Bill

$995

may obtain these forms by applying in person or by letter to the
Contact Division, Veterans Administration

Regional

Office,

49

Ph. 2 58-2418

Mark Lancaster

Fourth St., San Francisco, 94103.

Iennsgate,,

1

10

rzlirl",I’.1
ws..1

:
11:.,. front the
Scold (tem)/ .1 e.
;
,.
int.., 1,, tit.
be oil
o
1_,
J1
worre
with past camping an4 leadeitshia
experience for positions as unit
leaders for summer ennuis.
The camps ate liriittni in the I
Sierras iie II,. in session for foie
1.
.!
to eight
sions ale t
\
through S..:
eight -week sessioiv aii iron, Too... clay, June 2N thiough TI1,11 1113’
August 30.
Interested students should contact Mrs. Margo Keller, student
placement interviewer. in the
Placement Center, ADM234, to
sien tip for an appointment.

Picture
of
Perfection

Textbook Enters
Second Pr!nting
"Computers and Computer Languages," a text.hook for students
in data processing by Dr. Edward
.1. Laurie, SJS professor of business, has entereci its second printing.
The book was originally published in 196:1 under the title
"Computers and 11(ax They Work."
Dr. Laurie has also published
"Computer Applications in the
United States" in ltelo.

DEANSGATE is the greatest natural shoulder in
America. And much more, too. In every line, every
fabric, every pattern, every color - it expresses
the taste of today. Available in suits and sport
jackets at the better shops.
FAMOUS STERNBERG, INC.

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA

SERVICES, (81 "
FAST, ACCURATE, GUARANTEED TYP.
ING in my home. Editing upon request
259-5118.

"Hey podnah, you need

TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaranteed
243-6313 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

a ride home for

AUTOMOBILE & MOTORCYCLE IN
SURANCE for students. Chet Bailey,
286-5386. 707 N. First St.. Suite #1.

the summer?"

21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
RENT summer furnished duplex. $95 a rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
month. 2 bedroom, piano, washing ma- annually. Dave Towle. 244-9600.
chine. Civic Center. 294-5839, evenings.
EXPERT TYPING SERVICE. 5 years typ.
SPACIOUS APARTMENTS for summer. inq for SJS students, 258.4335.
Low rutes. 1 block from campus. Call
296.4965 lfter 6 o.rn or McCullough THESIS - MANUSCRIPTS - PHOTOCOPY. Marnie Nolan, 286-2620.
F.O. 204.
LOST, AND FOUND r6),,

I & 2 BEDROOM, completely furnished, REWARD. Gold ring with blue stone. In
kon MTY-LTT
MBB. $5 reward.
carpets & drapes. All electric kitchen.
q 1,brary. Cal! 867-1870.
Summer rates. 298-6977 or 248-9145.

CHILD CARE by young mother for summer months. Fenced play yard. Prefer
Iwo to three year old. 297-5927.
TRANSPORTATION (9)
NEED DRIVER to San Diego. Can leave
"anytime after June 9th. 259-1785.

PERSONALS (7I
S25 PER MAN, per month for summer:
$43.75 in fall. Modern, all electric, fumblocks
TV.
3
;shed, carpets, drapes,
CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding ONE RIDER. Help drive. Leaving for
from campus. 431 E. St. John St., #4. r ngs. Original jewelry in cast gold & sil- Denver. Colorado June 13th. Mrs. Stewver. G. Larimore 354-1273.
art, 297-1408.
’59 PONTIAC CATALINA, r/h. rebuilt 295-5022 after 5 p.m. Pete.
Call Dave, 294- FEMALE ROOMIE, needed for summer.
New 2 bedroom, 2 bath apt. $25 per
62 RED MONZA, four speed, two door, month. Call Judy 292-3340.
,. Call Jan Sachs, 294To buy, sea, rent or
THE CAMPUS, is now accepting reserannounce anything,
Minimum
rates,
Summer
&
fall.
for
summer
.
vations
63
AMBRETTA. Excellent condition.
Three lines One time Three times Five times
just fill out and clip
people. Fall rates, $140
miles. $720 or best offer. Paul $70-$100 for 2-4
One time
this handy order
8th.
S.
555
bedroom.
2
$160
or
295-60
blank.
3 lines
1.50
2.25
2.50
TRIUMPH C*18 .7:;ri cc. Dirt & NEW SPACIOUS APTS. Furnished, fee4 lines
2.00
2.75
3.00
"’.2E’0, 377-8641. turino fireplace, 2 baths, large closets.
TV, party room. Close to
VESi A
I:, ’61 Vespa. sun deck, color
5
lines
2.50
3.25
3.50
Also,
reservations.
taking
Now
Send to: Sper.tan Daily
$50. Call 377- SJS.
roommates needed. Manager, 215 S.
6 lines
3.00
3.75
4.00
CLASSIFIEDS,
12th St., *2. 292-9170 or 379-5233.
Add this
FOS
PAiPLANE convertible. r ’h
1206. San Jose state
amount for
ne. Good condi- SUMMER RENTALS. I & 2 bedroom furCollege, San lose,
.50
.50
.S0
Avail&
dry.
each addl.
nished apts. Garage, wash
Calif. 95114.
tional line
able June I. 294-3810, a.m. & after 6
-FON SALE (31
p.m.
Print your ad here:
ROOMMATE NEEDED for fall semester.
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
CHECK A
GERMAN MADE VIOLIN for sale. Girl who will be student teaching. Call
for Each Line)
CLASSIFICATION
Best offer. Cheryl, 286-5740.
Do Not Abbreviate
El Announcements (1)
SUMMER RENTAL Furnished, 3 bed
No refunds pouible on canceled ada
HELP WANTED (4 ’
room house. Room for 4 students. $110
LI Automotive (2)
month. 285 S. 12th St. 297.4497.
FOr Sale (3)
FELLOWS-GALS. Full or part-time work
BEDROOM FURNISHED APTS. SumHelp Wanted (A)
in magazine sales by phone. Hours ar- 2
-er rates. $75 & $85 per month. 433 S.
Housing (5)
ranged. Salary plus bonus. 298.4479.
St. or call 298.0896, evenings.
O Lost and Found (6)
WANTED: Guitar Instructor. Phone 797 STATE HOUSE, 508 S. Ilth. Now ac
O Personals (7)
opting reservations for summer & fall.
8249. Dan O’Neil, class of ’55.
irnished. 2 bedroom, 2 bath, ample
0 Services (8)
SUMMER OPENINGS FOR college stu
,er space. Summer rates: 2-$80, 30 Transportation (9)
dents. Selling general products. Cnn 590. 4---$100, per month. Fall $180 per
continue et your convenience duri, -,th. Call managers 292-7195.
school year. Hiqhest route sales com
Name
Address
mission. Basic sales experience & businm. SUMMER SUBLET I bedroom, furnished,
(Please Print)
training. Scholarships available for mr
.ot. Linens, TV, balcony, stereo electric
promising leaders. Contact Mr. Barrett , , hen, pool, sauna, recreation room.
Phone
CRY
Start ad on
197.4109 4.5 ja
Call evenings 968-78.13.
(Date,
2 GIRLS partlime work in nursery RENT FOR FALL 3 room apt. for 3 stu.
Fer
Enclosed
Is
$
11122.
school. Room. board and salary. Summer dents. Large closets, attractive. $105 per
(or) fall. Phone 2116-0883. Near S.15. month. 0,0 5. bth. 2924250.

CLASSIFIED RATES

Maybe a horseback ride to Newport Beach isn’t quite what you
had in mind. But if you are in need
of a ride home for the summer, a
Spartan Daily classified ad can
probably do the job for you.

Stop in at J206 to place your ad
for a ride or riders. We’re open
10:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. every
Monday Am Friday. Hurry, the
last day to place a five day ad
(this scmester) is Friday.

Spartan Daily Classifieds ... the Campus Bulletin Board.

